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Dear our valued customer, 
2015 and the year to come is still being an exciting year of Fairtex, not only 
the expanding of demand and business, increasing production capacity, new 
innovation, We are still having fun and being happy to work hard everday to 
improve our product, learn your problem and find solution by inventing and 
manufacturing high quality equipments for your training. Our attitude and 
mission in producing only premium product and provide great service to our 
customer has not never been changed since 1971. A long journey of Fairtex 
in the industry definitely show our passion in our root; Muay Thai, and other 
combat sports. Everyone at Fairtex is working hard to serve you. Buying 
Fairtex, you are buying our long experience and decent craftsmanship of our 
people that convey through our quality.
 

This new catalog includes new products that we have launched every 3 
months. We only select the best selling and highlight product to include in 
this new catalog. We narrow your choice down to make it’s easier for you 
and get to the point. We hope you enjoy and Thank you for selecting Fairtex. 
We really really appreciate your trust in our brand.

Mr. Philip Wong
Fairtex Chairman
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1958 The name “Fairtex” was registered as a trademark in 
Thailand. 

1971 Philip Wong, Chairman and Founder of Fairtex, es-
tablished Fairtex Garments Factory Company Limited, the 
parent company of the Fairtex Group.

In the mid 1970’s, Fairtex was a pioneer in introducing 
high quality Fairtex branded T-shirts to the Thai depart-
ment store market. At its peak, Fairtex was the number 
one brand in Thailand. Mr. Wong expanded the Fairtex 
business - exporting Fairtex products under private brands 
worldwide.

1975 Mr. Wong created Fairtex Muay Thai Camp Thailand, 
as a hobby to fulfill his love and passion for Muay Thai.  It 
was a way for Mr. Wong to give back to the community by 
giving poor children and young men a second chance at 
life through Muay Thai, thus keeping them off the streets 
and away from drugs. 

The Camp was initially established in central Bangkok 
but later relocated to Bangplee, about 25 km away. This 
location was chosen specifically to create a professional 
training atmosphere away from the distractions of Bangkok. 
The venue benefits from clean, fresh air and the cooling 
ocean breeze from the gulf of Thailand - a refreshing con-
trast to the noise and pollution of Bangkok. 

1978 Mr. Wong became a Lumpinee Boxing Stadium pro-
moter and Fairtex Promotions was established. Mr. Wong 
was one of the first to help promote a foreign fighter, Don 
“The Dragon” Wilson, to fight in Lumpinee Boxing Stadium. 
He was also the first to invite ESPN2 to cover the Fairtex 
sponsored World Muay Thai Council (WMC) world champi-
onship title fights at Lumpinee Boxing Stadium “...starring 
such fighters as...” Ramon Decker, Ivan Hippolyte and 
Jongsanan “The Wooden Man” Fairtex. 

1980’s Fairtex Muay Thai “ Fairtex Muay Thai became one 
of the first...” Thai camps to train foreigners from Europe, 
Japan, the USA, and also the first to train females athletes 
which was viewed as a taboo by Thais at the time. 

1993 With his dream of taking Muay Thai to the USA, and 
wanting to dispel the negative Hollywood images of Muay 
Thai and the people who practise it, Mr. Wong established 
Fairtex Muay Thai Camp in Chandler, Arizona, USA.   This 
multi-million dollar Muay Thai camp facility was equipped 
with fold-up bleachers to seat over 500 people, a full center 
ring, over 24 heavy bags, 24 dormitory style rooms, shower 
rooms, a sauna and plenty of parking space… Nothing else 
like it existed.

Mr. Wong quickly learned that Muay Thai in the USA was 
wrongly perceived as a misperception as a “dangerous 
sport”.  He discovered that people were getting poor qual-
ity training, while using poorly engineered equipment that 
compounded the injury rate.  Mr. Wong became deter-
mined to improve the safety of Muay Thai by designing and 
developing equipment to meet the standards of his Muay 
Thai champions and by providing top quality training to his 
students. 

1994 Mr. Wong began to manufacture equipment for his 
boxers at his Fairtex Garments Factory in Bangkok. He 
then started to supply his equipment to professional martial 
arts instructors and students throughout North America. As 
word got out about the superior Fairtex quality, the demand 
for Fairtex equipment quickly increased. 

1996 Fairtex Muay Thai Camp, Chandler, Arizona was relo-
cated to San Francisco and Fairtex Muay Thai Camp, San 
Francisco, California was born. 

1998 Fairtex Gear, Inc. was established to sell and distrib-
ute the Fairtex equipment throughout North America. 

1999 Demand for the Fairtex quality equipment outstripped 
manufacturing capacity When Mr. Wong began outsourcing 
manufacturing to several contract suppliers he was disap-
pointed by the mediocre produce and service quality.

1999 Mr. Wong and Anthony Lin, President and CEO of 
Fairtex Group, established Fairtex Equipment Company 
Limited in Thailand. Fairtex’s manufacturing capacity was 
increased and the company created the facilities required 
to continually raise quality standards to meet the demands 
of customers and Fairtex professional fighters.

Fairtex Equipment Company Limited became the Fairtex 
Worldwide Headquarters, fully staffed with design, manu-
facturing and marketing teams to support Fairtex equip-
ment customers worldwide.  Fairtex easily broke into the 
European market, starting with the United Kingdom.

Fairtex enters MMA with it’s sponsorship of UFC Cham-
pion Pat “The Croatian Sensation” Miletich.  Pat would be 
the first in a long and continuing line of Fairtex supported 
MMA athletes.  His sponsorship marked the beginning of a 
new era, as Fairtex became a fixture in Mixed Martial Arts 
Worldwide. 
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five Olympic badminton and soccer gymnasiums, a rock 
climbing wall a weights and aerobic gym, health spa, club 
house, day care, dormitories, restaurants, and many other 
five star amenities.

2006 Fairtex, LLC established its headquarters in San 
Francisco, California, USA to serve as a new design center 
for Fairtex branded apparel.

Fairtex Muay Thai Fitness expanded its second USA loca-
tion at the heart of Silicon Valley in Mountain View, Califor-
nia. 

With limited opportunities for foreign athletes to compete 
in Thailand, Fairtex purchased the only boxing stadium in 
Pattaya, Thailand to promote both Thai and foreign ath-
letes.  Fairtex Muay Thai Thepasit Stadium holds three 
fight night events per week, grooming the next genera-
tion of world champions.  Mr. Wong has visions of making 
Pattaya a great city, a city that will host the best Muay Thai 
fighters from Thailand and all over the world.

Weerasack Fairtex Muay Thai further expanded in Japan 
with two more gyms. 

 

Today Fairtex is recognized as the gear of champions and 
endorsed by world champion fighters, instructors, promot-
ers and sanctioning bodies worldwide as the leader and 
innovator in high impact combat sports.  Fairtex equipment 
is “Engineered for Top Performance”.

Under Mr. Wong’s and Mr. Lin’s leadership and support 
from our distributors and loyal customers, Fairtex has 
become one of the hottest brands in the combat sports 
equipment industry with over 25 distributors worldwide; rec-
ognized as the leader and innovator for high impact sports 
equipment; and the leading authority in Muay Thai having 
produced over 60 champions with titles such as Lumpinee, 
Rajadamnern, WBC Muay Thai, WMC, ISKA and other 
world championship titles.

Since 1975 Fairtex has been dedicated to the training, 
management and promotion of professional Muay Thai 
fighters, Boxers, and Mixed Martial Arts athletes.  This tra-
dition is growing, as Fairtex has expanded with two camps 
in Thailand, two gyms in the USA and six gyms in Japan.  
Fairtex has students from all over the world from Holland, 
Russia and China to Brazil, the USA and Australia. Our 
champions consistently rank as the best in the world.

2003 Fairtex Muay Thai and Fitness, San Francisco, Cali-
fornia, USA was incorporated by Mr. Wong and Mr. Lin to 
continue the Fairtex legacy.   

2004 Fairtex went to Japan and formed Weerasack Fairtex 
Muay Thai starting off with four gym locations throughout 
Tokyo metropolitan areas. 

2005 Fairtex Muay Thai Fitness, Sports Club and Hotel 
complex broke ground in Pattaya, Thailand. The facility is 
a 3.5 acre lot centrally located in Pattaya within a walking 
distance to the beach.  It is approximately 90 km Southeast 
from Central Bangkok.   It is the Premier Muay Thai training 
center in the world and has been awarded the title of “The 
Best Muay Thai Gym in Asia” by Travel Magazine.  It is a 
state-of-the-art facility with four boxing rings, fully equipped 
fitness center, Olympic-size swimming pool, basketball 
courts, two pro-tennis courts, two squash/racquet courts, 

Fairtex is the authority in Muay Thai. With our in-depth 
knowledge and expertise, we have been developing and 
innovating premium fight sports equipment since 1993. In 
recent years, Fairtex has been recognized and gained in-
ternational reputations both as the leader in the high impact 
sports equipment industry, and also as the industry’s top 
innovator.

Our drive is innovation.  Fairtex’s integral participation at 
every level of fight sports has afforded us an unparalleled 
depth of knowledge and intuition in the field.  We have 
been translating our ring-proven expertise into the engi-
neering of superior equipment and apparel for athletes 
since 1993.  It is this combination of ring experience and 
technical wisdom that has enabled us to consistently de-
velop cutting edge products.  At Fairtex, our motto is

“Be Inspired”.

“Be Inspired”
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BGV1
UniVersal GloVes
“TiGhT-FiT” DesiGn

• Ergonomically engineered with a unique 
contoured and tight-fit hand compartment 
design to provide a secure and snug fit.

• Constructed using premium quality 
leather with the Fairtex signature three-
layered foam system for excellent hand 
and knuckle protection and shock dis-
bursement.

• Sizes : 4 oz, 6 oz, 8 oz, 10 oz, 
12 oz, 14 oz, 16 oz or 18 oz.

Keiran Keddle
WAKO Pro World Champion.
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BGV1 - BreaThaBle 

• Ergonomically engineered with a unique 
contoured and tight-fit hand compartment 
design to provide a secure and snug fit.
 
• Constructed using premium quality leather 
with the Fairtex signature three-layered 
foam system for excellent hand and knuckle 
protection and shock disbursement.

• Features special material on palm
area and more ventilations to hole
on finger and above grip bar for better air 
circulation to eliminate moisture.

• Size: 6 oz,  8 oz, 10 oz, 12 oz, 14 oz, 16 oz 
or 18 oz. 

Mesh material for better 
circulation of air.
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FairTeX liMiTeD eDiTion GloVes
Our limited edition gloves are uniquely designed to communicate 
an individual theme and are presented with their own concept 
and story. These special gloves will only be available between 
one and three years before being discontinued.
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BGV1 
“Thai PriDe” liMiTeD eDiTion GloVes 

Thailand is the motherland and the capital of Muay Thai. The country is proud 
to welcome Muay Thai practitioners from all over the world who are proud to be 
part of the culture, tradition and rituals of Muay Thai.  We all speak the same 
language and live in one nation when we dedicate our love to Muay Thai. These 
gloves were created to proclaim our love of Muay Thai as one nation.

•  Use the same structure as famous #BGV1 gloves.

•  Free packaging.

•  Features the colors of the Thai flag, map of Thailand and the first sentence in 
Thai of the Thai National Anthem on the wrists.

•  Available Colors: as shown in picture only.

•  Sizes: 8 oz, 10 oz, 12 oz, 14 oz, 16 oz.
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BGV1 “Usa” 
liMiTeD eDiTion GloVes

These gloves were first launched in the USA to celebrate Independence Day.

•  Use the same structure as the famous #BGV1 gloves.

•  Free packaging.

•  Feature the flag of the USA.

•  Available Colors: as shown in picture only.

•  Sizes: 8 oz, 10 oz, 12 oz, 14 oz, 16 oz.
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BGV1 
“aUsTralia DaY” liMiTeD eDiTion GloVes 

These gloves were first launched in Australia to celebrate “Australia Day”.

•  Use the same construction as the famous #BGV1 gloves.

•  Free packaging.

•  Featuring the Australian flag.

•  Available Colors: as shown in picture only.

•  Sizes: 8 oz, 10 oz, 12 oz, 14 oz, 16 oz.
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BGV1 
“ClassiC” liMiTeD eDiTion GloVes 

The Fairtex brand was established in 1971 by the passion of Mr. Philip Wong. 
The “Classic” limited edition  gloves have been created to celebrate our proud 
history and the long journey we have taken in promoting Muay Thai worldwide.

•  Use the same structure as the famous #BGV1 gloves.

•  Feature distinctive brown coloring with custom Fairtex logo in English and Thai.

•  Free packaging and bonus classic postcard featuring the unseen Fairtex Camp 
and Fairtex Muay Thai legends.

•  Available Colors: as shown in the picture only.

•  Size: 8 oz, 10 oz, 12 oz, 14 oz, 16 oz.
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BGV1 
“eMeralD” liMiTeD eDiTion GloVes 

These gloves were first launched in 2013 after the Pantone organisation declared 
“Emerald” to be color of the year for 2013.

•  Use the same structure as the famous #BGV1 gloves.

•  Free packaging.

•  Featuring distinctive emerald color.

•  Available Colors: as shown in picture only.

•  Sizes: 8 oz, 10 oz, 12 oz, 14 oz, 16 oz.
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BGV1 
“FalCon” liMiTeD eDiTion GloVes

Gold represents power, strength and perfection.

The ancients used gold to symbolize balance in all things, as in the “golden mean.”

For this reason, Fairtex chose gold as the color for the 13th release of our limited edition gloves, 
with the Fairtex logo distinctively separated across each one.
 
The gloves also prominently feature two special attributes of the ancient god ‘Horus’: a pair of 
falcon’s wings and the distinctive ‘Eyes of Horus’. Horus was known as the god from the sky and 
was worshipped as the god of the sun, war and protection. Horus took the form of a falcon, with 
his left eye representing the moon and his right eye, the sun.

•  Premium Grade A genuine leather with special gold coloring.

•  Use the same structure as the famous #BGV1 gloves.

•  Free packaging.

•  Available Colors: as shown in picture only.

•  Size: 8 oz, 10 oz, 12 oz, 14 oz, 16 oz.
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Fairtex owns 2 camps in Thailand and 8 camps 
in Japan. There are many fighters under our 
management and who we sponsor. “Our equip-
ment is thoroughly tested by professional ath-
letes before we sell it to you in order to make 
sure that our equipment passes the strictest 
quality control standards and will help to im-
prove your performance.”

We produce many champions each year. Our 
high quality equipment helps them to practise 
the necessary skills and to achieve their train-
ing and fighting goals.Other than unique func-
tionalities, we produce equipment that is com-
fortable and safe for everyone. Fairtex staff are 
motivated to provide the best in fighting and 
training quality and we work hard to continu-
ally improve our standards so that we can pro-
duce the world’s best for our customers. This 
has been our philosophy since 1971 and will 
always continue to be.

Be Inspired.

YoDsanKlai

YodSanklai Fairtex

Thai Fight Champion
Lion Fight Champion
2 times King’s  Cup Champion
WMC Champion
W.P.M.F. World Champion
WBC Muay Thai Champion
The Contender Champion
Lumpinee Champion
Toyota Tournament Champion
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BGV11 
“F-DaY” liMiTeD eDiTion GloVes

•  Free packaging and bonus necklace.

•  Available Colors: As Shown in picture only.

•  Size: 8 oz, 10 oz, 12 oz, 14 oz, 16 oz.

P.32
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BGV12 
“aUra” liMiTeD eDiTion GloVes

We believe that violet is a very interesting colour because the colours of red and blue on the Fairtex 
logo when combined become violet. It‘s the hidden aspect of our logo and looks like the hidden aura in 
our logo.

Violets are one of the strongest aura colors, and they have the power to see and predict the future and 
can take a leadership role in changing their local environment or the world.

So, we have tried to present the hidden luminous radiation (or so-called “aura”) on something physical, 
such as our boxing gloves. The violet aura is a rare one and we chose this color for our new limited 
edition gloves by using a special tanning technique that allows the different shades of violet to be seen 
from different angles, revealing the luminous radiation or ‘violet aura’.

•  Modified structure of the famous #BGV1 gloves for better hand compartment and wrist support.

•  Locked thumb design to prevent thumb injuries.

•  Grip bar included.

•  15 ventilation holes on each side of gloves 
for air circulation and kill moisture.

•  Glow in the dark Fairtex logo.

•  Available Color: as shown in the picture only.

•  Available Size: 8oz, 10oz, 12oz, 14oz, 16oz.
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BGV1 “naTion PrinTs” ColleCTion
• The same structure as the famous #BGV1.

• Size: 6oz,  8oz, 10oz, 12oz, 14oz, 16oz and 18 oz.

• Available colors: red, blue, yellow or pink.

P.40
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BGV5
sUPer sParrinG GloVes - 
loCKeD ThUMB
 
• Fairtex original design with extra-thick padding 
at the knuckle area for maximum shock disburse-
ment.

• Ergonomically contoured hand compartment and 
curved locked-thumb design for optimal fist closure 
& comfort.

• Size: 10oz, 12oz, 14oz, 16oz, or 18 oz

BGV6
sTYlish anGUlar sParrinG 
GloVes - loCKeD ThUMB

• Engineered with the triple-layered foam system around  
the knuckle hitting area for maximum shock absorption
and protection.

• Ergonomically contoured hand compartment and   
curved thumb design for optimal fist closure to minimize   
the wrist muscle tensions.

• Locked-thumb design to minimize eyes and thumb   
injuries.

• Size: 12oz, 14oz, 16oz or 18 oz.
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BGV9 
Pro TraininG GloVes
MeXiCan sTYle – VelCro

• Designed specifically for heavy punchers with double layers of high density latex foam pad-
ding.

• Weight of padding system is evenly distributed from cuff to head of gloves for maximum control 
and performance.

• Nylon water repellent lining offers protection against sweat entering padding.

• Size: 10oz, 12 oz, 14 oz, 16 oz or 18 oz.
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BGl6
FairTeX Pro CoMPeTiTion GloVes – 
loCKeD ThUMB
• Competition gloves used in K-1 USA, K-1 Brazil, K-1 GP, ISKA, Strike Force, WBC 
Muay Thai and other championship fights around the world and as seen on ESPN, 
Pay-per-View, Canal+, Sky Sports, Eurosports, Star Sports, Super Sports, Fox 
Sports, Fuji TV and other TV networks worldwide.

• Engineered with a contoured and snug-fit hand compartment with locked-thumb 
design for optimal fist closure and to minimize eye and thumb injuries.

• Constructed using premium quality leather with Fairtex original pre-curved 
triple-layered foam core system at the knuckle hitting area for toe-to-toe actions.

• Size: 8 oz, 10 oz, 12 oz, 14 oz, 16 oz or 18 oz.
Kaew “Sugar” Fairtex
K-1 GP and WBC Muay Thai Champion.
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Mark “Wrecking Machine” Munoz
WEC/UFC fighter.  

BGl7
Pro TraininG GloVes
MeXiCan sTYle

• Designed specifically for heavy punchers with 
double layers of high density latex foam padding.

• Weight of padding system is evenly distributed 
from cuff to head of gloves for maximum control 
and performance.

• Nylon water repellent lining offers protection 
against sweat entering padding.

• Size: 10oz, 12 oz, 14 oz, 16 oz or 18 oz.

P.50
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TGT7
“Cross-Trainer” BoXinG & BaG GloVes
 
•  Fairtex original design engineered for multi-purpose use on the pad and bag  
workout that have a boxing gloves feel.

• Designed with a special dual-layered high density latex foam core system for maxi-
mum shock absorption and wrist wrap hook & loop closure to minimize wrist injuries 
and for a secure fit.

•  Size: M, L or XL.

Scott “Hand of Steel” Smith
WEC/UFC fighter. 
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TGT7
“Cross-Trainer” 
BoXinG & BaG 
GloVes

TGo3
sUPer sParrinG  
BaG GloVes - oPen ThUMB
  
• Fairtex original designed exclusively for Muay Thai 
stand up, grappling and clinching techniques.

• Open thumb design with full-wrist wrap hook & loop 
closure for maximum wrist support and control.

• Engineered with pre-curved high quality top grain 
leather shell and uni-layered high-density latex foam  
core system.

• Size: M, L or XL.
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hG3
FUll CoVeraGe sTYle 
heaDGUarD
 
• This is the most well-known Fairtex headguard, featuring 
comprehensive coverage to help prevent injury with ears, 
cheeks and chin protection.

• Special multi-layered high-density foam core for maximum 
protection and shock absorption to the forehead, ears and 
backhead.

• Adjustable lace-up on top and adjustable padded back 
hook & loop closure for backhead protection and secure fit.

• Size: M, L or XL.

• Colors: Black, Red, Blue, Yellow, White.

hG6
CoMPeTiTion heaDGUarD

• Fairtex original full head protection designed with 
triple-layers of paddings for forehead protection 
against the elbows and axe kicks.

• Adjustable padded chin strap with adjustable pad-
ded back hook & loop closure for back head protec-
tion and secure fit.

• Size: M, L or XL.

• Colors: Black, Red, Blue, Yellow, White.
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hG9
CoMPeTiTion heaDGUarD

• Constructed using a premium leather shell with a three-
layer system of shock absorbing foam (soft inside, hard 
outside) for maximum protection against elbows, axe kicks 
and punches to key areas, such as the top of the head, fore-
head, temples and ears.

• Adjustable chin straps with adjustable back hook &  
loop closure for head protection and secure fit.

• Size: M, L or XL.

• Colors: Black/Black, White/Black, Red/Black, Blue/ 
Black, Yellow/Black.

HG10
SUPEr SPArrinG HEAdGUArd.

Worawut Fairtex
Fairtex trainer & Vice Champion
from Toyota Tournament.
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hG10
neW sUPer sParrinG 
heaDGUarD
• Comprehensive coverage to help prevent 
injury providing ears, cheeks and chin protec-
tion. Features more padding on the forehead, 
cheek and back strap while maintaining nice 
and clear vision.

• Feature more curve on the chin protector to 
provide comfort to your throat and add wind 
shield to the ear protector for enhanced safety 
and to simulate real fights for amateur compe-
tition.

• Soft inside but hard outside for maximum 
comfort.

• Special multi-layered high-density foam core 
for maximum protection and shock absorp-
tion.

• Adjustable lace-up on top and adjustable 
padded back hook & loop closure for back of 
the head protection and secure fit.

• Size: M, L or XL.

• Featured color scheme: Black or White as 
shown in picture.
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hG13  
DiaGonal VieW heaD GUarD

•  Thicker padding on forehead, cheek and rear straps for maximum protection.

•  Eliminates blind spot found in standard head guard, allowing better peripheral 
vision while still providing maximum safety.

•  Hook-shaped forehead creates a triangular safety zone of protection between 
forehead and cheeks.

•  Hard outside but soft inside for maximum comfort.

•  Available in two version; full head coverage and lace-up. 

•  Available colors: Black/Red, Black/Blue, Black/White, Black/Yellow, Black/Pink, Black/Orange.

•  Size: M, L, XL.
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FMV8
Pro anGUlar FoCUs MiTTs

• Tear drop shape design allows for punching, 
elbowing, kneeing and working on the “inside”.

• Angular hand compartment design that fits natu-
rally to the trainer’s hands while minimizing wrist 
injuries and fatigue during extended use.

• Extra soft, padded hand compartment designed 
for comfort, helps avoid getting jammed fingers 
and minimizes impact on trainer’s hands.

• Advanced four-layers of high density foam core 
for optimal shock absorption.

• Colors: Red, Blue, Black, Red/Black, Red/White, 
Blue/Black, Blue/White, Black/Red, Black/Blue, 
Black/White or Black/Yellow.

FMV9
The UlTiMaTe ConToUreD FoCUs MiTTs
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FMV9
The UlTiMaTe ConToUreD FoCUs MiTTs
 
• Featuring the unique contoured hand compartment that is ergonomically engineered to fit naturally 
to the trainer’s hands, minimizing wrist injuries and fatigue during extended use and allows the trainer 
maximum control and leverage of focus mitts.

• Features the ultra-light, triple-layered... foam system for the ultimate performance with high density 
latex foam head for jabbing.

• Extra soft, padded hand compartment designed for ultimate comfort, helps avoid getting jammed 
fingers and minimizes the impact of the trainer’s hands with a ‘snug-fit’ leather padded wrist band for 
maximum comfort and easy slip on and off.

• Colors: Red, Blue, Black, Red/Black, Red/White, Blue/Black, Blue/White, Black/Red, Black/Blue, 
Black/White or Black/Yellow.
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FMV10
ClassiC Pro MiTTs
 
• Extra soft, padded hand compartment de-
signed for ultimate comfort, helps avoid get-
ting jammed fingers and minimizes impact on 
trainer’s hands.

• Wrist wrap hook & loop closure for maximum 
comfort and easy slip on & off.

• Constructed with ultra-light and multi-layered 
soft foam core for optimal shock absorption.

• Pre-curved top quality leather shell.

• Colors: Red, Blue, Black, Red/Black, Red/
White, Blue/Black, Blue/White, Black/Red, 
Black/Blue or Black/White.
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FMV11
aero FoCUs MiTTs

• Three inches of three extra-thick, soft layers of foam core de-
signed for full contact training, especially goods for kids, ama-
teur, women and all levels to practice blocking.

• Lightweight and balanced design.

• Designed for trainer to jab, slap and hook trainee safely.

• Features mesh hand cover and air inventilation hole on   
palm position to better circulate the air to kill moisture.

• Extra soft, padded hand compartment designed for comfort - 
helps avoid getting jammed fingers and minimizes the impact 
on the trainer’s hands.

• Slope wrist support for maximum comfort.

• Colors: White/Black as shown.
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FMV12
anGUlar FoCUs MiTTs 
 
• With a ‘Micro Fiber’ outer shell, the same 
high quality odorless material used in our world 
famous ‘MADDOX’ range grappling dummy. 
Tough and durable – our products last!

• State of the art five layer high density foam 
core padding to optimize shock absorption and 
minimize injury.

• Attractive tear drop shape design 12 inches 
long for punching, elbowing, kneeing and kick 
drills.

• Breathable mesh sandwich fabric on hand 
cover releases heat and moisture.

• Super Lightweight design, 900 grams per pair 
– ideal for exercise and weight loss training. 

• Thai numbering on white target for one two 
drill, easy and fun for beginners to learn.

Always remember – Train like a Thai, fight 
like a Thai, read like a Thai.

• Colors available: Black/Red, Red/Black, Solid 
Black, Solid Red, Red/Blue.
.
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FMV13
MaXiMiZeD FoCUs MiTTs 
 

• With a ‘Micro Fiber’ outer shell the same high 
quality odorless material used in our world famous 
‘MADDOX’ range grappling dummy. Tough and 
durable – our products last!

• New expanded training area with an 8.5 inch width.

• State of the art four layer high density foam core 
padding to optimize shock absorption and minimize 
injury.

• Special extra padding on the palm for that tight fit 
and an inner wrist absorption buffer to guard against 
inaccurate strikes.

• Attractive curve and tear drop shape design for 
punching, elbowing, kneeing and kick drills.

• Breathable mesh sandwich fabric on hand cover 
releases heat and moisture.

     • Colors available: Black/Red, Red/Black,  
     Solid Black, Solid Red, Red/Blue.
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KPlC
CUrVeD KiCK PaDs 
• Curved design made from premium cow hide 
leather. More endurable than buffalo leather used 
in standard pads sold on the market.

• Ergonomically fit to forearm of trainer due to the 
curve. Easier to hold and stay balanced during 
training.

• Soft and flexible even first use. Good for every-
one especially women, kids and amateurs.

• Lighter weight than normal version.

• Soft pads on the head designed for trainer to jab 
and hook.

• Comes with padded straps and forearm support 
for maximum comfort of trainer.

• Available sizes: Small, Standard, Extra-Thick 
and Extra-Long.

• Colors: Black/White as shown.

EXTrA-LOnG EXTrA-THiCK STAndArd SMALL
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•  No sharp edge or angle, good for every-
one, especially amateurs, women and kids.

• Lighter than normal version.

• Soft padding on the head for trainer to jab.

• Soft straps and forearm support for maximum 
comfort of trainer.

• Made from cow hide leather, not buffalo leather. 
Flexible, softer and more durable.
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sP3
in-sTeP DoUBle PaDDeD 
ProTeCTor

• Constructed using Fairtex’s durable Syntek Leath-
er with triple layers of high impact foam core, hard 
on the outer layer and soft on the inner layer, for 
maximum shock disbursement.

• Contoured, form-fitting design for natural feel with 
fully adjustable leg hook & loop closure straps.

• Extended in-step with elastic band strap for maxi-
mum secure fit, comfort and protection.

• Durable cotton stretch jean lining to prevent 
slipping.

• Sizes: S, M, L, XL.

• Colors: Black, Red, Blue,Yellow, Red/White piping, 
Blue/White piping and Black/White piping.
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sP5
CoMPeTiTion shin PaDs
• Featuring Fairtex stitching-free or open sys-
tem between shin protector and foot protector 
to avoid the press of stitching on your foot 
that cause injuries and discomfort.

• No metal loop - permitted by major event 
organisers to be used in amateur competitions.

• Constructed using Fairtex’s durable Syntek 
Leather with double layers of high impact foam 
core.

• Designed to attach to your shin as much as 
possible for natural feel with extended side and 
top protection.

• Soft piping on turn-up foot protector to avoid 
irritation to your feet.

• Double “F” silk screen to differentiate left and 
right side - prevents confusion for use.

• Durable cotton stretch jean lining to prevent 
slipping.

• Sizes: S, M, L, XL.

• Colors: Black, Red, Blue, Yellow.

No metal loop Open system Slim shape
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sP6
neoPrene shin PaDs
 
• Made from synthetic rubbers that are produced by polymerization of chlo-
roprene with good chemical stability, and maintains flexibility over a wide 
temperature range.

• Really attaches to your shins and does not move during training.

• Comes with elastic straps on top for tight fit with hook & loop cover for 
maximum comfort and safety.

• Neat, quality stitching at the back for natural feel with U-SHAPE stitching 
on tendon position for better comfort around your tendon.

• Soft pads on foot protectors.

• Sizes: S, M, L, XL.

• Colors: Solid Black or White/Black as shown.
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sP7 
TWisTeD shin PaDs 
 
•  Reinforced padding on the front shin for maximum 
safety.

•  Expanded side protection area.

•  Adjustable Velcro straps allow adjustment up 
and down to fit all sizes of shin.

•  Good for Muay Thai and other sports that use toe 
kicks to attack.

•  No stitching between shin and toe protector means 
no pressure on the toe of user.

•  Shin and toe protector can be adjusted 
(up/down, left/right) up to 180 degrees, 
providing perfect fit and superior comfort.

•  Designed for use with ankle protector.

•  Available Colors: Black, Red, Blue and Yellow.

•  Size: S, M, L, XL.
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TP3
Thigh Pads
 
• Constructed of Fairtex Syntek Leather and four-layered pad-
ding system of hard outer padding and extra soft inner padding 
for ultimate shock absorption.

• Designed to help develop leg kick speed, timing and accuracy.

• Velcro straps and lace for tight fit plus waist support.

• Comes with four white target points for accuracy drills.

• Light weight and durable. Designed for heavy use.

• Sizes: Free size.

• Colors: Black, Red or Blue.

Anawat Fairtex
Bangplee Camp Trainer
and son of living legend; 
Apidej Sithirun. 
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TV1
Trainer’ s ProTeCTiVe VesT

 
• Fairtex’s original Trainer’s Protective Vest designed for 
punches, hooks, foot jabs, knees and combination drills 
with front and side white hitting targets.
 
• Constructed of Fairtex Syntek Leather and four-layered 
padding system of hard outer padding and extra soft inner 
padding for ultimate shock absorption.

• Lightweight contoured design for comfortable wear in 
the ring for extended periods with shoulder and waist clip 
straps for ease of use.

• Sizes: Free Size.

• Colors: Black, Red and Blue.
PV1
CoMPeTiTion ProTeCTiVe VesT
 
• Designed for use in amateur competition and sparring training with white 
target point for accuracy drills.

• Ultra-lightweight with double padding system for shock absorption.

• Constructed of Fairtex Syntek leather with durable nylon inner lining.

• Sizes: S, M, L, XL.

• Colors: Red, Blue and Black.
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Fs3
CUrVeD KiCK shielD
 
• Compact size that is constructed from Fairtex’s 
durable Syntek Leather with high density foam core 
for maximum shock absorption.

• Features Fairtex’s famous kick pads holder sys-
tem for tight fit and maximum comfort of the trainer. 
Available in two versions for left-hand holders and 
right-hand holders.

• Versatile use with additional holder on 
top to simulate Fairtex leg kick pad’s 
function.

• Comes with air ventilation hole around 
the shield to release air during use.

• Durable and lightweight design.

• Dimension: 42 cm X 63 cm.

• Colors: Black only.

Right-hand holder Left-hand holder

42 cm

63 cm
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lKP1 
leG KiCK PaD, a.K.a. 
The “Thai sUiTCase”
 
•  Designed for practicing mid to low power kick drills.

•  Duradle Syntek Leather with multi-layered high impact foam 
core for maximum protection.
 
•  Suitable for right or left handed instructors

•  Double grip handle bar.

•  Colors: Black/Blue trim, Black/Red trim and Black/White trim.

lKP1 
leG KiCK PaD, a.K.a. 
The “Thai sUiTCase”
 
•  Designed for practicing mid to low power kick drills.

•  Duradle Syntek Leather with multi-layered high impact foam 
core for maximum protection.
 
•  Suitable for right or left handed instructors.

•  Double grip handle bar.

•  Colors: Black/Blue trim, Black/Red trim and Black/White trim.
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BPV1
leather Belly Pad – hook & loop Waist Wrap
 
• Engineered to protect your abdominal area while allowing you to bring out the best in your 
trainee’s front kicks, foot jabs and knee strikes. 

• Sizes: Free size.

• Colors: Black/White/Black as shown, Black/Red/Black, Black/Blue/Black.

• Remark: Also available in buckle waist wrap (#BPB1).
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BPV2
liGhTWeiGhT BellY PaDs
 
•  4 layer foam core designed for superior shock absorbency.

•  Reinforced plastic inside to increase durability and reduce weight.

•  Slimmer shape to ensure better fit to the belly.

•  Trainer-friendly and lightweight yet strong enough to absorb push kick and impact from knee.

•  Design changed from standard canvas to nylon for smoother feel and maximum comfort.

•  Designed to provide greater protection to the groin area.

•  Available colors: White, Black, Red and Blue.

•  Size: Free size.
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hB2
ClassiC heaVY BaG

• Classic Heavy Bag designed for all types of 
martial arts and boxing training.

• Standard size and durable thick leather con-
struction provides the ideal target for building 
muscular endurance and mobility.

• Dimension: 33 cm dia. X 90 cm.

• Approximate weight after fill: 26 kgs.

UC1
UPPerCUT & hooK 
Wall UniT

• Unique design allows for all kinds of com-
bination punches, uppercuts, hooks and jabs 
with four white hitting targets.

• Constructed of premium leather and indus-
trial nylon lining for durablity.

• Pre-stuffed high density foam core system for 
performance training.

• Wall mount bracket and screws included.

• Colors: Black.

HB2

HB4

hB4
3FT Tear DroP 
heaVY BaG

• Designed specifically for Muay Thai stand-up 
clinching, kneeing, punching and kicking drills 
with the unique tear drop shape to simulate an 
opponent.

• Constructed of premium leather with heavy 
duty water resistant and non-tear nylon lining 
with nylon web straps.

• Dimension: 40 cm dia. X 90 cm.

• Approximate weight after fill: 27 kgs. 

hB5
4FT sYnTeK heaVY BaG

• Ideal for punches, elbows, knees and kicks of 
all martial arts.

• Constructed from Syntek Leather with heavy 
duty water resistant and non-tear nylon lining.

• Industrial strength nylon web straps with rein-
forced stitching and rivets at key stress points.

• Dimension: 36 cm dia. X 122 cm.

• Approximate weight after fill: 31 kgs. 
HB5
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hB3
eXTra-larGe heaVY BaG

• Extra-large design to provide a more imposing 
opponent to push around and build strength and 
power to the upper body.

• Dimension: 40 cm dia. X 100 cm.

• Approximate weight after fill: 32 kgs.

• Bottom part is constructed of premium leather.Joe Samperi
TEAM USA fighter.

• P
hoto C

ountesy by sw
ish club
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hB3
eXTra-larGe heaVY BaG

• Extra-large design to provide a more im-
posing opponent to push around and build 
strength and power to the upper body.

• Dimension: 40 cm dia. X 100 cm.

• Approximate weight after fill: 32 kgs.

• Bottom part is constructed of premium 
leather.

HB6
6ft Muay tHai Banana Bag
 
• The famous Fairtex Banana Bag is designed to give 
you a full  contact, total body workout.

• Dimension: 36 cm dia. X 180 cm.

• Approximate weight after fill: 39 kgs. 

• Constructed from Syntex leather with heavy duty 
water resistant and non-tear nylon lining.
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HB6
6ft Muay tHai 

Banana Bag
 
• The famous Fairtex Banana Bag is designed 
to give you a full contact, total body workout.

• Dimension: 36 cm dia. X 180 cm.

• Approximate weight after fill: 39 kgs. 
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hB7
7FT Pole BaG

• Designed for versatile use to further develop your knee and 
elbow techniques, power kick and punch combinations, high 
and low kicks, hand and foot jabs, and other drills.

• Constructed of Fairtex Syntek Leather with heavy duty non-
tear and water resistant nylon lining.

• Featuring the heavy duty nylon web straps, “no more noises 
and no more rusty chains” with reinforced stitching and rivets
at key stress points for lasting durability.

• Designed for hanging or floor mounts (pole and mounting 
hardware not included).

• Dimension: 59 cm dia. X 210 cm (7 feet high).

• Approximate weight after fill: 140 kgs.

Armando ramos
iSKA Champion.
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Michael Corley

TEAM USA fighter.
Golden Gloves Boxing Winner, 
“Glory” fighter, 
“The Challenger Muay Thai” fighter, 
“Toyota” Cup Fighter, 
“Lumpinee” Fighter, 
“Thai Fight” fighter.

hB10
BoWlinG BaG
 
• Constructed of Syntek Leather with heavy duty 
water resistant and non-tear nylon lining with nylon 
web straps.

• Fairtex original design for punching, kicking and 
kneeing drills with unique tear drop shape to 
simulate an opponent.

• Supports correct knee practising by providing 
higher straps so that the user does not hold it dur-
ing practice. At the same time, the training area is 
extended.

• With proper installation, this bag is also designed 
for low kick and neck kick practising as well. 
Bottleneck to simulate neck of human.

• Dimension: 50 cm dia. X 122 cm.

• Approximate weight after fill: 36 kgs.
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hB11
UPPerCUT BaG
 
•  Designed for boxing drills, especially 
good for uppercut work.

•  Compact and heavy.

•  Available Color: Black.

• Dimension: 50 cm dia. X 63 cm.

• Approximate weight after fill: 21 kgs.

hB12
anGle BaG

• Constructed of Syntek Leather with 
heavy duty water resistant and non-tear 
nylon lining with nylon web straps.

• Multi-purpose design for punch, high 
and low kicks, hand and foot jabs, and 
other drills. Good for both Muay Thai 
and Boxing.

• Balanced weight which does not move 
too much during training.

• Dimension: 50 cm dia. X 152 cm.

• Approximate weight after fill: 60 kgs.
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hB13 
sUPer anGle heaVY BaG 
 
•  Designed with deep angles for uppercut 
and boxing drills.

•  Bottom hook is provided to tie the bag to the floor 
in order to control the swing of bag.

•  When installed properly, can be used for 
low kicks.

•  Target for consistent training.

•  Available Color: Black.

• Dimension: 50 cm dia. X 137 cm.

• Approximate weight after fill: 60 kgs.

hB15 
sUPer Tear DroP heaVY BaG 
 
•  Designed specifically for Muay Thai stand-up clinching, 
kneeing, punching and kicking drills with the unique tear 
drop shape to simulate an opponent.

•  Constructed of premium Syntek leather with heavy duty 
water resistant and non-tear nylon lining with nylon web 
straps.

• Dimension: 38 cm dia. X 93 cm.

• Approximate weight after fill: 40 kgs.
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MAXBAG
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hB14 
“MaX BaG” FoaM-BaseD FreesTanDinG BaG 
 
•  Ready for immediate use, no installation required.

•  Desgined for heavy use, provides the same feeling 
as normal heavy bag.

•  Comes in two detachable pieces (bag and base) for 
multiple use.

•  Not necessary to fill with water because it is foam-based
(the same type of foam used in kick pads).

•  Tested by such Fairtex champions as Yodsanklai and 
Kaew Fairtex, this bag is extremely strong and does not fall 
down when used.

•  Bag allows full 360 degree range for training.

•  Size: 180 cm. height.

•  Weight: 91 kg.
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GD2 
“MaDDoX” GraPPlinG DUMMY (Version2)
 
•  Designed for Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu (BJJ) and Mixed Martial Arts (MMA).

•  Made of premium “Micro Fiber”, which is durable, flexible and odorless.

•  The dummy can be positioned in a perfect sit-down posture, making it ideal 
for BJJ drills.

•  Excellent for many BJJ and MMA drills such as guard, guard passing, sweep, 
submission, control, ground and pound, and attack.

•  Latest version add toes and hands to better practice all leg locks, wrist locks 
and toe holds.

•  Unique design of shoulder system and chin gives the perfect feeling of training
 with a real human.

•  Designed to be filled easily at home should you buy the unfilled version.

•  Size: Standard.

•  Weight: 28 kg. approximately and 12 kg. approximately for unfilled version.
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G R A P P L I N G  D U M M Y
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TB1
ThroWinG BaG

• Constructed of Syntek Leather with heavy duty 
water resistance.

• Multi-purpose design for MMA and Muay Thai 
training. Can be transformed to heavy bag by us-
ing heavy bag straps provided.

• Designed for ground and pound, throwing, at-
tacking, high to low kick, punching, kicking, knee-
ing, and clinching drills.

• Features zipper cover to prevent injury during 
training and flat stitching on the body of bag for 
maximum comfort and safety.

• Dimension: 40 cm dia. X 122 cm.

• Approximate weight after fill: 26 kgs. 
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Size: Available in 
26  Kgs. or 57 pounds. 
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Zipper cover 
for maximum
safety.

Heavy Bag Conversion Strap
holds 26 kgs. easily.

Soft Hook & Loop
Safe for MMA
training.

Hidden  zipper under zipper cover Detachable Installing conversion straps

Conversion straps to transform 
#TB1 Throwing Bag to Muay Thai 
heavy bag included.
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FGV12 (oPen ThUMB 
looP) & FGV13 (ThUMB 
enClosUre)
UlTiMaTe CoMBaT 
GloVes series
   
• As seen at major MMA events such as 
WEC, Strikeforce, EliteXC, IFL, HDnet, Bo-
dog, Affliction, M1, Pancrase, One FC, Road 
FC, PXC. This series was awarded the “Best 
MMA Gloves” title by Fighter Only Magazine 
in 2008, as voted by MMA fans from around 
the world.

• Patent open palm with split knuckles and 
“open thumb loop” or “thumb enclosure” de-
signed for the ultimate grappling control with 
minimal restriction.

Gilbert “El nino” Melendez
Strikeforce Champion and UFC fighter. 

• Ergonomically engineered with a uniquely 
contoured and tight-fit hand compartment to 
provide a secure and snug fit.

• Constructed from premium quality leather 
with Fairtex’s signature three-layered foam 
core system for excellent hand and knuckle 
protection and shock dispersement.

• Sizes: M, L or XL.

• Colors: Red/Black, Blue/Black, White/
Black, Yellow/Black or Solid Black.

#FGV 12

#FGV 13
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FGV17
sUPer sParrinG 
GloVes 
 
• Patent open palm with split knuckles de-
signed for the ultimate grappling control with 
minimal restriction.

• Ergonomically engineered with a uniquely 
contoured and tight-fit hand compartment to 
provide a secure and snug fit.

• Pre-curved and easy to form a fist. 

• Constructed from premium quality leather 
with Fairtex’s signature three-layered foam 
core system for excellent hand and knuckle 
protection and shock dispersement plus 
wrist and thumb protection.

• Sizes: M, L or XL.

• Colors: White/Black, White/Blue, White/
Red.
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FGV15
sParrinG GloVes – 
DoUBle WrisT WraP 
ClosUre

• Engineered an extra-thick, pre-curved, 
high impact latex foam core for the ultimate 
impact absorption and to protect against 
training injuries.

• Made of premium leather with open palm 
design and double wrist wrap hook & loop 
closure for added wrist support and secure 
fit.

• Sizes: M, L or XL.

• Colors: Black/White piping.

Tyson Griffin
UFC fighter and 
Gladiator Challenge Champion.

As seen on “Princess of Pain”
MMA women competition.
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MK1, MK2, MK3
MonGKol

• Assorted solid color (#MK1), two-tone 
(#MK2), glossy mesh, tiger and elephant 
graphic (#MK3) of mongkol.

• Made of special rubber that is flexible
to all head sizes.

• Colors: as shown in picture.
Please contact Fairtex office
for custom colors.

#MK1

#MK2

#MK3

#MK2
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hW2  
hanDWraPs

• Full-length elastic 100% cotton handwraps.

• Made from special soft and flexible cotton
for maximum comfort .

• Size: 180 inch. and 120 inch.

• Colors: Black, Red, Blue, Purple, White or Pink.

hW2
hanDWraPs reD-WhiTe

hW2
hanDWraPs “Thai PriDe”
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as1  
anKle sUPPorT

• Ankle support provides joint protection
to help prevent sports injury of the ankle
and prevent scratches from Thai pads 
during training.

• Colors: Black/Blue trim, Black/Red 
trim, Green/White trim, Pink/White trim.

 

sPe1  
elasTiC shin PaDs

• Sock-type shin pads made from soft fabric.

• Constructed of high impact padding to protect 
your shins and feet.. Easy to move and comes 
with elastic loop for tightening.

• Colors: Red or Blue or Black.
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eBe1  
elasTiC elBoW PaDs

• Constructed of high impact padding to 
protect elbow. 

• Made from soft fabric.

• Tightening by elastic loop.

• Colors: Blue or Red or Black.

KC1  
KeY Chain GloVes

ar1  
arMBanD

• Armband is Muaythai’ s 
amulet that is believed to offer
protection and only move when
the fight ends. 

• Colors: Assorted Color.

MC1  
Wai KrU or
raM MUaY MUsiC

• The CD contains Thai traditional 
music used by fighters as background 
music when they perform “Wai Kru”, 
“Ram Muay” or Thai dancing.
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GC2  
MUaY Thai sTeel CUPs

• Authentic traditional steel cup design for Muay 
Thai, Kickboxing and combat sports.

• Steel core with padded outer cup for compact 
and complete groin protection.

• Adjustable three-straps designed for secure fit.

• Size: S, M, L or XL.

• Colors: Black, Red, Blue, Yellow or White.

Vase1  
Vaseline

roPe1  
sKiPPinG 
roPe

roPe2  
sKiPPinG 
roPe

Bl1  
BoXinG liniMenT, 
120 CC
Bl2  
BoXinG liniMenT, 
450 CC
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BaG4 
FairTeX BaCK PaCK

1. Made from premium grade of waterproof nylon.
2. Two large compartments with a front cellphone pouch.
3. Reinforced top holder for heavy use, very endurable.
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BaG4 
FairTeX BaCK PaCK
4. Endurable zippers and lockable.
5. Two meshes bag for bottle of water.
6. Ear plug exit with music player compartment inside.
7. Features special compartment for boxing gloves, 
 16 oz gloves can fit in and open from bottom for easy access.
8. Bell-shape back support for maximum comfort, adjustable waist and chest straps.
9. Color: Blue/Black, Red/Black, or Solid Black.
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BaG2 
FairTeX GYM BaG

1. Made from premium grade of waterproof nylon.
2. Lockable zippers.
3. Wet cloth compartment underneath.
4. Shoes compartment included.
5. Cell phone pouch on the side.
6. Ear plug exit with MP4 player compartment inside.
7. Durable base.
8. One mesh bag for bottle of water.
9. One other mesh bag for your belongings.

“The most multi-functional gym bag”
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MUaYThai shorT siZe sPeC 

size          length          Waist          Weight
s1             9”               19”
s2           10”               20”    
s3           12”               21”                  50-70 lbs
s4        12.5”               22”                  50-70 lbs
Xs           13.5”               24”            70-90 lbs            
s    14.5”       27”               90-112 lbs
M    15.5”       30”               112-132 lbs 
l    16.5”       33”           132-165 lbs
Xl    17.5”         36”           165-heavywt,
XXl    18.5”       39”         super heavywt,

* length is from top of waistband to bottom of trunks. 

MUaYThai shorTs

• Train and compete in style and comfort with Fairtex authentic designs of Muaythai shorts.

• Featuring the 8-strip elastic waistbands for maximum comfort and snug fit without restricting 
movement.

• Made in Thailand from satin and nylon materials.

BS0601
Lace model - Satin

BS0602
Lace model - Satin

BS0603
Lace model - Satin

BS0604
Lace model - Satin
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Carter “The Beast”Williams
K-1 World GP Champion.

BS0602 MUAYTHAi SHOrTS.

AS SEEn On EA SPOrTS MMA 
VidEO GAME.

James “Sandman” irvin
UFC Contender.
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BS0607
Silver Thai Art - Satin

BS0608
Golden Thai Art - Satin

BS0609
Camouflage - nylon
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BS0611
“Bite” - Satin

BS0612
“Spider” - Satin

BS0613
“Bat” - Satin

BS0614
“Bumble Bee” - Satin

BS0615
“Eagle” - Satin

 BS0611
“Bite” - Satin
Yodsanklai’ s
signature shorts..
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BS0623
Upside Down Flame - Satin

BS0624
Thai Glorious pattern - Satin

BS0621
red Eagle rank - Satin

naruepon “Mr. GQ” Fairtex
Lumpinee Champion.
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 BS84
 Fairtex Official Fight Shorts
 Satin

 BS86
 Satin

 BS81
 Satin

 BS85
 Fairtex’ s Trainer Uniform

 Satin

FrOnT

BACK

BS0622
Army rank

Satin

BS0610
Beautiful Boxer

Satin
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Charles Caesar
Fairtex Mountain View 
Trainer.

ryan roy
Fairtex Mountain View 
Trainer.
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 BS0633
 Green shiny Thai Art

 Satin

 BS0631
 Thai  Flame

 Satin

 BS0632
 Gold Leafs

 Satin

 BS0634
 Ocean ripple

 Satin

BS0635
Claw
Satin

 BS0636
 Modern Thai Art

 Satin
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 BS112
 Yellow-red

 Satin

 BS110
 Blue-red

 Satin

 BS0111
 White-Blue

 Satin

 BS113
 White-red

 Satin

BS114
Yellow-Green
Satin

 BS0637
 Superstition

Satin
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 BS0640
 The Hunter

 Satin

 BS0638
 The Assassin 

Satin

 BS0639
 My Fortune

 Satin

 BS0641
 The Masquerade

 Satin

BS0642
Phoenix
Satin

 BS0643
 Mermaid

 Satin
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 BS0646
 Eternal Gold

 Satin

 BS0644
 Fly High

 Satin

 BS0645
 Keep Moving

 Satin
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 BS0649
 Tropical Orange

 Satin

 BS0647
 Eternal Silver

 Satin

 BS0648
 Heavens Grass

 Satin

 BS0650
Monochrome

 Satin

BS0651
Glory
Satin

 BS0652
 Golden Horn Satin
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KaeW FairTeX

Thailand Champion (2004)

Lumpinee Champion (2005)

2 time WBC Muay Thai Champion (2006,2007)

M-Fight Champion (2013)

K-1 World GP Champion (2014)
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 BS0655
 Blue Stripes

Satin

 BS0653
 Brave
 Satin

 BS0654
Triangle

 Satin

 BS0656
 High Voltage

 Satin

BS0657
King of Sky
Satin

 BS0658
 Leo

 Satin
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www.youtube.com/ftxfactory
www.facebook.com/fairtexthailand

www.fairtexproshop.com




